Local Council Elections
May 7th 2015

A Record of Action.
The Promise of More.

The Conservative Party’s Plan for South Norfolk 2015-2019
We froze your Council Tax for seven years yet service levels and resident satisfaction actually improved.

But don’t just take our word for it....

“Overall South Norfolk District Council performs well. It looks after its money carefully and makes savings where it can. The Council performs well in the priorities that are important to local people. It delivers services efficiently, helps to build affordable homes, reduces crime and antisocial behaviour, improves the local environment and is helping create jobs.”

Independent Audit Commission Inspection
Conservative Councillor John Fuller from Brooke

Over the last eight years local Conservatives have made South Norfolk one of the highest performing councils in the whole country with an award-winning record that is recognised across the nation. It doesn’t happen by itself. Our dedicated team of councillors make sure public money is spent as if it were their own and the result is that local residents enjoy the best quality of life in East Anglia.

Over the last eight years in the teeth of the toughest recession for over 80 years, local Conservatives have run your Council better.

We’ve frozen council tax on seven occasions yet have improved the service we deliver to you, increased our reserves, reinvested millions in services to run more efficiently and awarded hundreds of grants to community volunteer groups that directly improve your quality of life.

We reinvest all our income to improve your daily lives by improving the quality of service and laying down the foundations for a prosperous future.

As a result of our efforts Council Tax is about a quarter less in real terms keeping more money in your pocket.

It hasn’t happened by itself.

Throughout this period we have never forgotten our responsibility to ensure that those that need the Council’s help the most are provided for. Amongst the 86 different services we provide,

• Looking after those who need the council’s help the most. We find homes for homeless and adapt homes for the disabled.

• We support the economy and protect the special character of our market towns and villages.

• We keep the district neat and tidy and have led the way in setting-up one of the most advanced recycling services in the country.

The Halifax Bank ranks our Quality of Life as the best in East Anglia and recent MORI polling ranks resident satisfaction with South Norfolk the highest in the County at 94%. We must be doing something right.

Freezing council tax isn’t a gimmick that we wheel-out for the election – it’s something that we strive to achieve every year and by keeping our promises to you we hope we’ve earned your trust and you will entrust us to run South Norfolk Council for the next four years. We need an experienced team at South Norfolk with a track record of sustaining local services in tough times.

We’re proud of what we’ve achieved together. Electing a council is a serious business. Staying at home or casting a protest vote could cost you dear. So vote Conservative on May 7th 2015.

A message from John Fuller, Conservative Leader at South Norfolk Council
The Conservative’s commitment to you

► Conservatives provide the right long-term leadership for South Norfolk managing a financially strong Council that can deliver the things you want at a price you can afford.

► South Norfolk Council has become one of the most efficient in England. Our shrewd financial management has run the council efficiently, balanced the budget without jacking up other charges.

► We’ve frozen your council tax for seven years yet services have been maintained and improved. It can be done!

► And throughout this period the Halifax ranks South Norfolk as having the highest quality of life in East Anglia and a recent MORI survey ranked public satisfaction with South Norfolk at a remarkable 94%.

► We must be doing something right so don’t place it all at risk. Staying at home or casting a protest vote on polling day could cost you dear.

The Green Dragon pub in Wymondham has received our Community Pub of the Year award on two occasions. Supporting our local pubs with the contest and business rate reliefs boosts the rural economy and the rural way of life.
Our Five Key Pledges to you for the local elections on May 7th 2015

1. **WE WILL CONTINUE TO KEEP COUNCIL TAX UNDER CONTROL**
   Our shrewd financial management has run the council effectively, balanced the budget without hiking fees and charges whilst freezing your Council Tax year after year. We will strive to continue this enviable record of reinvesting all our income to serve you better whilst keeping tax rises to a minimum.

2. **WE WILL GROW THE LOCAL ECONOMY BY INVESTING IN THE INFRASTRUCTURE THAT SUPPORTS JOBS AND PROSPERITY**
   We will create more secure futures for local people & businesses that grow our local economy by investing in the local infrastructure that supports it. We’ll aim to have the best coverage of super-fast Broadband in rural Norfolk with 95% of homes connected one way or another and will press for further improvements in Mobile Phone Coverage in the rural areas.

3. **WE WILL MAINTAIN OUR ENVIRONMENT AND IMPROVE OUR QUALITY OF LIFE**
   With a focus on street cleanliness, maximising recycling, addressing the causes of antisocial behaviour and a local plan that demands the highest quality of development, we will enhance daily lives and protect the special character of our market towns & villages.

4. **WE WILL GIVE PRACTICAL SUPPORT TO OUR MARKET TOWNS AND SURROUNDING VILLAGES**
   We’ll use the extra council tax from the building of new homes and offices to ensure our towns & villages can remain relevant and thriving for future generations by supporting regular events that increase footfall in our towns and make capital improvements that make them attractive places to visit and work and grants to voluntary groups in our 119 parishes.

5. **LOOK AFTER THOSE WHO NEED THE COUNCILS HELP THE MOST**
   Helping those in need with prompt and practical support to get them back on their feet in difficult times is the mark of a compassionate Council. We will continue our leading work on improving housing, homelessness, debt advice to help people to help themselves with humanity and dignity.
We kept our promises and hope we deserve your trust.

► In Conservative-run South Norfolk, Council Tax has been frozen for seven years, whilst millions of pounds have been saved by slimming-down and running your Council in a more business-like and efficient manner.

► Council Leader John Fuller says “Running a council is a serious business but we never forget our mission to make South Norfolk one of the best places to live in the country.

► We reinvest all our income to provide the best quality services at a price you can afford, whilst making sure that those in need get the support they require promptly and efficiently.”

► We hope you will allow us to continue to create a more secure future for you, your family and for South Norfolk by supporting us at the polls on May 7th.

We’ve delivered more affordable housing in South Norfolk over the last four years than the rest of the County put together. Part of this has been to reserve new homes for those with a genuine local connection like this small development by Saffron Housing Association in Bergh Apton.
Conservative Councillor Margaret Dewsbury

South Norfolk Conservatives are committed to making our district the best place to live in the country, delivering the services you value the most at a price we can all afford.

Conservative Campaigner Lisa Neal from Poringland

Four years ago we made promises to you about what we would achieve if you elected a Conservative Council. You entrusted us with the important job of running your Council and in return we have kept the promises that we made. We hope we’ve earned your trust and you’ll support us so we can continue our work that aims to make South Norfolk one of the best places to live in the Country.

How we kept our promises to you since the last election in 2011

WE SAID WE WOULD KEEP COUNCIL TAX UNDER CONTROL AND RUN THE COUNCIL EFFICIENTLY

...and we kept our promise by freezing Council Tax in seven of the last eight years a real-terms cut of about a quarter that keeps more money in your own pocket to spend as you wish. And we’ve frozen Council Tax year after year without making cuts by running the Council in a business-like manner that invests for the future and grows income without hiking fees and charges.

WE SAID WE WOULD IMPROVE RECYCLING

...and we kept our promise so that nowadays people are recycling more than ever thanks to some of the best recycling facilities in the country. We’ve more than doubled our brown-bin customers who divert garden clippings from landfill. Most importantly, we’ve maximised the money received from selling the contents of your green recycling bin to keep council tax down for everyone and given our local businesses the chance to recycle at work what they are accustomed to at home.

WE SAID WE WOULD PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT

...and we kept that promise with a local plan and one of the best Design Guides for new buildings respects the need to grow whilst minimising adverse effects on our landscapes. Conservation Areas across our district have been extended and we have protected special landscapes and designated spaces that protect the gaps between settlements to maintain a rural feel to a growing and dynamic area.

WE SAID WE’D HELP OUR COMMUNITY GROUPS

...and we kept that promise by making over 500 grants to volunteer groups in our 119 parishes that improve our quality of life and capital grants to improve sporting facilities across our district to encourage active and healthy lifestyles. The Halifax Bank now ranks our quality of life the best in East Anglia.

WE SAID THAT WE WOULD LOOK AFTER THOSE WHO IN GREATEST NEED

...and we kept that promise building more affordable homes than the rest of the County put together, created a housing register based on need, made special provision for returning servicemen and eliminated the waiting list for Disabled Facilities Grants,
What we’ve achieved together to improve Council efficiency

► Since 2007 we have frozen council tax for seven years whilst improving quality of service to record levels.
► We have trimmed staffing numbers and avoided making compulsory wasteful redundancies, yet services haven’t suffered.
► Out of nearly 400 local councils we have been rated at No1 in areas like the efficient processing of benefit applications in ways that prevent fraud.
► With a record-breaking 99% of business rates and council tax collected, we’ve made sure that law-abiding residents don’t subsidise law-breakers.
► We achieved ‘Investors in People Gold’ - only 3% of companies achieve this and we were the first public authority in Norfolk to meet this standard because we know a better trained staff is better able to serve you more effectively.
► And we’ve run a balanced budget in each of the last 8 years, which means that we haven’t raided reserves to support our day-to-day activities.
We will run your Council in a business-like & efficient manner.

WE WILL RUN THE COUNCIL ON BUSINESS-LIKE LINES

Conservatives know you don’t have to make cuts to make savings. We will continue our track record of running the Council on business-like lines delivering high quality services at the lowest cost to the taxpayer and strive to use the proceeds of growth to freeze Council Tax year after year.

INNOVATIVE IN ATTRACTING NEW SOURCES OF FINANCE TO SUPPORT INVESTMENT

We will ensure that South Norfolk is at the forefront of accessing new forms of finance to pay for the essential improvements to our district. That means pooling business rates, infrastructure levies and leveraging our membership of the Greater Norwich City Deal, the Local Enterprise Partnership and the new Municipal Bonds Agency to deliver the Long Stratton bypass, the Wymondham Bridge widening and other critical infrastructure projects that improve daily lives in tandem with housing and commercial growth.

COMMERCIALISE IF IT’S A GOOD DEAL FOR THE TAXPAYER

We will develop our specialist commercial trading arms that offer class-leading services to other businesses and partners to generate surpluses that will keep council tax down.

We will extend our established leadership in Building Control on a regional scale and, where appropriate reshape and add scale to existing activities like trade waste, leisure, property management and development to generate income.

WE WILL WORK WITH NEIGHBOURS TO DRIVE OUT COSTS.

We will seek to offer our class-leading services to other Councils and, provided it is at a scale that ensures local people remain at the heart of decision making.

We will be open to a reconfiguration of local Government involving working more closely with neighbouring councils in formal collaborations that saves money and eliminates wasteful duplication.
What we’ve achieved together to boost the economy

► More local businesses have received grants to expand and take on more staff than in any other area of Norfolk & Suffolk.

► We lead by example by running job clubs and offer apprenticeships and graduate training opportunities.

► We have invested commercial assets like the Loddon Business centre that provide office space to small and growing business in our district.

► We invested in the Hethel Engineering Centre and £250,000 in the new Genome Analysis Centre at the Research Park, which has supported over 150 new jobs. That investment was repaid 100-fold when Government invested £26m in critical infrastructure at the Research Park and a further £70m commitment to build a new school of medicine.

► We helped negotiate a ‘CityDeal’ that’s seen £80m being made available to invest in critical infrastructure to support economic growth.

► We have dramatically out-performed the wider economy by increasing the underlying business rates base by 7% in last 12 months alone.
The BBC ranks South Norfolk as one of the top-ten places to start a business. The proceeds of this growth provide the finance and tax base with which to deliver services that local people value the most. So we give a high priority to building the local economy which creates wealth for all our benefit.

We will promote a thriving local economy with excellent employment opportunities

FASTER BROADBAND IN EVERY NEIGHBOURHOOD

The provision of super-fast broadband is a critical part of any advanced economy and it’s wrong that so much of our district has lagged behind. BetterBroadbandforNorfolk is expected to connect 86% of South Norfolk properties at 24Mb/Sec by 2017 but we want to go further.

We will invest to improve fibre optic coverage and, for those who are still not connected, we’ll introduce a Social Action fund to introduce wireless technologies with the aim of getting every neighbourhood connected one way or another to super-fast broadband and better Mobile network coverage too.

SUPPORT FOR OUR MARKET TOWNS & VILLAGES, PROMOTING TOURISM & RURAL BUSINESS

We will show residents the benefits of growth in our market towns and villages with a program of capital improvements to the fabric of our High Streets and events that drive footfall so they remain commercially relevant and attractive places to work and live.

We will work more closely with neighbouring authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership to better promote leisure and tourism opportunities in South Norfolk and we will make it much easier for rural businesses to ask for Brown Tourist Signs and cut the red-tape that makes it so difficult to attract tourists to businesses that are off-the-beaten track.

We’ll maintain the business Rates Support for the rural pubs, garages, shops and post offices that sustain rural ways of lives especially for those without access to transport.

WE’LL INVEST IN CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

We commit to working towards the construction of the long-awaited Long Stratton bypass, improvements to the Hempnall Crossroads and Longwater interchange and will invest at Poringland, Long Stratton to provide new employment premises and opportunities for local people.

EXPLOITING OUR WORLD-LEADING SCIENCE BASE

The Norwich Research Park and Hethel Engineering Centre offer just two examples of the world-leading science and research base in South Norfolk. We will commit resources to capture an economic growth from these locations by turning bright ideas into great businesses with superior job opportunities for local people.
Local people are now recycling more than ever before, which keeps waste from clogging-up landfill. But we do more than just collect the rubbish from your home: In South Norfolk we now help businesses to recycle at work what they do at home.

What we’ve achieved together to enhance our environment

► We gave environmental crimes like fly-tipping and graffiti the attention they deserved from the first day of our Conservative victory.
► Conservatives have made it easy for everyone to recycle more things ever before and retain the proceeds to keep council tax down for everyone.
► We eliminated the Pay-per-throw technology and repealed the ban on side-waste, which encouraged fly tipping in beauty spots.
► We extended Conservation Areas and enhanced the Southern Bypass protection zone.
► We refused wind turbine applications when would have caused unacceptable impact on our environment.
► Our design guide promotes development that recognises the special character of our towns and villages.
► The certainty of a local plan means an end to speculative developments that blight neighbourhoods and concern residents.
► We’ve worked with volunteers to plant miles and miles of new hedgerows.
Conservative Campaigner Lizzie Meadows standing in Stoke Ward

Keeping South Norfolk neat and tidy and supporting those in need is important because it is all part of our belief that South Norfolk should be one of the best places to live in the country.

We will enhance our environment & quality of life by improving our daily lives

A COUNCIL THAT FOCUSES ON KEEPING OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN AND TIDY

Pride in South Norfolk starts with a clean and bright environment. So we’ll make best use of our £2m investment in new plant & equipment that has kept South Norfolk visibly cleaner than our neighbouring districts with most fly tipping collected the same day. We’ll continue this focus on street cleanliness.

ADOPT THE LOCAL PLAN THAT ENSURES THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF DEVELOPMENT.

We have worked hard to strike the right balance between the need for growth that sustains our economy and providing necessary protection for the special character of our market towns and villages, the maintenance of the separations between them and requires high quality built and natural environment.

We adopt our new local plan that gives a more stable basis for the determination of development proposals and back enhanced planning enforcement to address infringements.

SUPPORT NEW COMMUNITY ASSETS

A growing economy places more competition for open spaces where people can walk, ride or exercise. So we will work to deliver better public access to the Costessey Country Park and use the Community Infrastructure Levy to build a Green Infrastructure of footpaths, cycle ways and protected landscapes that connect settlements and people with employment zones.

RESISTING PYLONS IN OUR RIVER VALLEYS

We commit to doing everything possible to make sure that renewable energy generated from offshore wind turbines is connected to the national grid by underground cable rather than pylons which disfigure our precious Broads landscapes and sensitive river valleys.

ACTION ON RECYCLING & WASTE

We have made excellent progress on allowing residents to recycle many more items and retaining the proceeds of sale to keep council tax down for everyone. We’ll work hard to improve the value of the recycled materials and aim to consistently more waste to reduce the impact on landfill.
What we’ve achieved together to help those in greatest need

► We completed 950 affordable homes in just four years and more ‘help-to-buy’ successes than the rest of the County put together.

► We’ve developed affordable housing schemes in villages with occupancy reserved exclusively for families with a genuine local connection.

► We have opened a Gypsy Transit site near the Norfolk Showground that has eliminated roadside illegal encampments.

► We have reduced the Housing List to focus on those in the greatest need so that most applicants are housed within a few months.

► 1,800 elderly people have been helped stay independent at home each year.

► We have eliminated the waiting list for home adaptations that help the elderly stay safe in their own homes and reduces the pressure on the health service.

► We’re the most efficient Council in paying benefits promptly in a way that minimises fraud.

► We’re leaders in supporting self-building that breaks the monopoly of the large housebuilders.
Conservative Campaigner Jack Hornby from Wymondham

The Council does so much more than collect the bins. We’re there to pick up the pieces when things go wrong - whether it’s addressing homelessness, changing a light bulb for an elderly pensioner or helping fund a deposit for a rented home. We also help people make the most of their lives with leisure & fitness opportunities to promote healthy lifestyles.

We will look after those who need the council’s help the most

A FOCUS ON GETTING FAMILIES INTO HOMES

Family life is changing and we’ll respond to the needs for smaller households and an aging population. For those unable to own their own home we’ll continue to operate a housing register based on need, work hard to prevent cases of homelessness and support the credit unions to get people into decent homes.

We will be at the forefront of ‘Self-building’ within South Norfolk that enables local people with the right skills the chance to build a home of their own breaking monopoly of the volume house builders.

DEVELOPING OUR EARLY INTERVENTION TEAM THAT PREVENTS RATHER THAN CURES

We will continue our ground-breaking work with the police and other agencies that addresses social problems one family at a time. We know that prevention is better than cure at addressing anti-social behaviour, fly-tipping, drug & alcohol abuse, vandalism, dog fouling and graffiti.

When appropriate we’ll work with the Police to expand our use of restorative justice which forces people to face-up to low-level crime but without the costs and delay of going to court.

SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE IN THEIR HOMES

We’re there to pick up the pieces when things go wrong - whether it’s addressing homelessness, changing a light bulb for an elderly pensioner or helping fund a deposit for a rented home.

We will work with community groups to protect South Norfolk’s handy person scheme and focus on disabled facilities grants that helps the elderly and infirm stay in their own homes minimising the burden on the Health Service.

We’ll continue positive engagement with local doctors to improve medical facilities in parallel with the building of new homes and we’ll help victims of domestic abuse with additional move on accommodation.

EXTENDING OUR WORK TO OTHER AREAS

As well as planning for housing and growth, we’ll work with others to deliver more services on behalf of central Government like DWP functions and Job Centres at a scale and geography that makes sense to those for whom travelling to Norwich isn’t a realistic option.
What we’ve achieved together to help our 119 communities.

► We have small businesses with rates reliefs for village shops, garages, pubs & sports clubs helping them stay in business for the benefit of local people.
► We have made substantial grants to the Diss Heritage Triangle, the Pennoyers School in Pulham Market as well as sporting clubs for new facilities.
► We made it much easier for people to learn to swim with lessons now booked online.
► Our leisure centres are benefitting from a £4m refurbishment.
► Three times as many youngsters now take part in holiday play schemes than before.
► We have supported sporty youngsters with Sports Ambassador grants that enable them to represent South Norfolk at sports events across the country.
► Sporting clubs have received capital grants to improve facilities and enable more youngsters to take part in healthy & active lifestyles.
► This year, nearly 100 community groups participated in a Big Litter Pick that keeps our district neat and tidy.
► We have
Conservative Councillor Florence Ellis from Long Stratton

There are limits to what Government can do by itself so we’ve been building the Big Society for over four years by making more than 400 small grants to local volunteer groups across South Norfolk so they can help themselves as they know best.

Helping volunteers and promoting healthy & active lifestyles to people of all ages

KEEPING OUR GRANTS FUNDS

We will continue to use the ‘New Homes Bonus’ from the building of new homes to support our voluntary groups in each of our 119 villages. We know more homes will be built in our market towns and villages so we’re working to make sure that community facilities are provided alongside new homes and to show residents the practical benefits of growth.

IMPROVEMENTS TO LEISURE CENTRES

We also help people make the most of their lives with leisure & fitness opportunities to promote healthy lifestyles. We will undertake a comprehensive refurbishment of our leisure centres, boosting facilities in areas that have seen the greatest housing growth to help more people enjoy healthy lifestyles.

We’ll extend leisure & sporting facilities at Poringland and build on improvements at Harleston and our grant and practical support for local sports clubs, including retaining business rates reliefs

ORGANISE COMMUNITY-LED EVENTS AND HOLIDAY PLAY SCHEMES FOR YOUNGSTERS

Community events for young and old expand horizons and promote social interaction. So far, over five hundred projects have been helped in this way. So we’ll maintain our Neighbourhood and Councillors’ ward budgets that respond to community projects without onerous bureaucracy.

Holiday play schemes help broaden youngsters horizons, social action projects including Community Litter Picks foster community spirit and all contribute to our quality of life.

GET BEST EFFECT FROM RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Much of South Norfolk can benefit from European LEADER funding to boost the rural economy and build community facilities and enhance our natural environment. We’ll ensure that we draw down as much of this funding as possible within South Norfolk with official support for applications and matched funding where possible.

We’ll ensure that the Waveney Food Festival and other similar environmental projects that boost our economy are delivered from South Norfolk.
Some key numbers that help you understand South Norfolk better

- 350 Square miles, the 34th largest council in the country from Haddiscoe in the east to Hingham in the West and from Norwich to Diss.
- 86 core services
- 46 Councillors in 36 Wards
- About 54,000 Homes in 119 Parishes
- Over 125,000 Residents
- Nearly 10,000 Local Businesses
- More than 550,000 leisure centre visits each year
- Over 18,000 brown bin customers
- 5,000 youngsters taught to swim each year
- Over 950 Affordable homes built in 4 years
- Over 200 Community Grants awarded per year to improve quality of life
- 1,800 vulnerable people helped to stay independent at home each year
- Over 1,800 planning applications determined each year
- About 500kgs of household waste collected per year from each home, of which over half is recycled

Brooke Cricket Club is one of many sporting clubs that benefited from grant funding to improve facilities and business rates relief from your Conservative Council. Supporting our clubs helps maintain our quality of life and encourage healthy lifestyles and provide an outlet for youthful energies.
Conservative Councillor Derek Blake from Chedgrave

The council does much more than collect the rubbish or simply process planning applications. That’s why it’s so important that the Conservatives approach to efficiency and value-for-money is used for each of this list of 86 tasks that the District Council performs for you.


Accountancy  Dog Control  Licensing  Rights of Way
Anti Poverty Strategy  Donations  Lifelong Learning  Scrutiny
Arts Development  Drainage  Improvements  Sewerage & Disposal
Billing & Recovery  Elections & Electoral Registration  Street Cleaning
Building Control  Emergency Planning  Street Lighting
Car Parks  Employment  Housing Enabling Research
Care & Repair  Energy Strategy  Environmental Health
Central Policy  Environmental Improvements  Environmental Strategy
Communication  Food Control  Home Maintenance
Community  Health Improvement  Homelessness
Development  Housing Advances  Housing Advice
Community Areas  Housing Benefits  Housing Strategy Statement
Community Safety  Industrial Estate Administration
Strategy  Internal Audit  Long Stratton Leisure Centre
Computing  Licensing  Management of Commons
Concessionary Travel  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Member Services
Contribution to Citizens Advice Bureaux  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  National Non Domestic Rates
Contributions to other Authorities  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Other Properties
Corporate Management  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Partnership Working
Council Tax  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Payments
Council Tax Benefit  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Performance Review
Countryside Management  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Personnel
Democratic Representation  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Pest Control
Development Control  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Planning Appeals
Diss Swim & Fitness Centre  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Planning Enforcement
Diss Tourist Information Centre  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Planning Policy
Dog Control  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Play & Amenity Areas
Donations  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Pollution Control
Drainage Improvements  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Private Sector Development
Elections & Electoral Registration  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Property Services
Emergency Planning  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Printing & Communication
Employment  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Property Valuations
Enabling Research  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Public Conveniences
Energy Strategy  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Rate Relief
Environmental Health  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Recycling
Environmental Improvements  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Registration of Electors
Environmental Strategy  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Renovation Grants
Food Control  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Revenue Support
Health Improvement  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Home Maintenance Advice Strategy
Homelessness  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Housing Advances  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Housing Advice  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Housing Benefits  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Housing Strategy Statement  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Industrial Estate Administration  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Internal Audit  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Land Charges  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Landscape  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Legal  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Leisure Development  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager
Leisure Management & Development  Long Stratton Leisure Centre  Services Manager

Learn more about how you can help local Conservatives by calling 01508 333100 or look online at www.snca.org.uk
Email Your Local South Norfolk Conservative Candidate

Beck Vale
clayton.hudson@snca.org.uk

Bressingham & Burston
barry.stone@snca.org.uk

Brooke
john.fuller@snca.org.uk

Bunwell
charles.easton@snca.org.uk

Chedgrave & Thurton
derek.blake@snca.org.uk

New Costessey
james.burgess@snca.org.uk

Old Costessey
andrew.pond@snca.org.uk

Cringleford
christopher.kemp@snca.org.uk
garry.wheatley@snca.org.uk

Dickleburgh
martin.wilby@snca.org.uk

Diss
rahimar.minshall@snca.org.uk
ton.palmer@snca.org.uk
keith.kiddie@snca.org.uk

Ditchingham
keith.tilcock@snca.org.uk

Earsham
dan.cox@snca.org.uk

Easton
margaret.dewsbury@snca.org.uk

Fornett
barry.duffin@snca.org.uk

Gillingham
kay.billig@snca.org.uk

Harleston
barry.riches@snca.org.uk
jeremy.savage@snca.org.uk

Hemptall
alison.thomas@snca.org.uk

Hethersett
leslie.dale@snca.org.uk
david.bills@snca.org.uk

Hingham
yvonne.beal@snca.org.uk

Loddon
colin.gould@snca.org.uk

Mulbarton
colin.louger@snca.org.uk
nigel.legg@snca.org.uk

Newton Flotman
phil.hardy@snca.org.uk

Poringland & The Framinghams
john.overton@snca.org.uk
lisa.neal@snca.org.uk

Rockland
vic.thomson@snca.org.uk

Roydon
david.goldson@snca.org.uk

Scole
jenny.wilby@snca.org.uk

Stoke Holy Cross
lizzie.meadows@snca.org.uk

Stratton
des.fulcher@snca.org.uk
kevin.worsley@snca.org.uk

Tasburgh
florence.elis@snca.org.uk

Thurston
william.kemp@snca.org.uk

Wicklewood
michael.edney@snca.org.uk

Wymondham - Abbey
robert.saage@snca.org.uk

Wymondham - Northfields
joe.mooney@snca.org.uk

Wymondham - Town
lee.hornby@snca.org.uk

Wymondham - Cromwells
jack.hornby@snca.org.uk

Wymondham - Rustens
peter.broome@snca.org.uk

This manifesto has been designed in-house by South Norfolk Conservatives.

Distributed free by local Conservatives and available by online download at www.snca.org.uk